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Strategic Overview
§ The 3 primary threats confronting America that pose an existential threat, joint
and severable, and synchronized
§ Homegrown neo-Marxist/Islamist mass line movements
§ Antifa, BLM, CAIR, etc . (they appear to inform the DNC leadership)
§ The Political Warfare Threat –
§ China (including emergent economic alliance with Turkey, EU, Iran and
other Nations)
§ The Ideological Threat
§ European Union, International forums
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INTSUM – following PAVIN
§ Political Warfare
§ Mass Line suppression of the American population continues.
§ Alliance (United Fronts)
§ BLM formally rolled out PAC to endorse a slate of candidates ahead of the general election, paying special attention to
mayoral, county sheriff and district attorney races.
§ Muslim Brotherhood USCMO banishes EMGAGE citing relationships with disfavored organizations [the ADL]
§ Sarsour’s street action may be bringing too much attention. This allows them to serve as a violent splinter that
can be condemned while blaming Jews if violence escalates beyond limits.
§ EMGAGE will then publicly repudiate the ADL in an ant-Semitic, anti-Israel campaign after the election, and
rejoin the Brotherhood in good grace [POLITICAL WARFARE descriptor: splinter movement action].
§ Strong evidence that the Brotherhood is managing the ground game for the larger effort.
§ Violence
§ Direct Action Violence: Extra-Judicial Killing (EJK) Denver homicide by Leftist news group. This was NOT a lone,
unplanned event. The shooter was not a “Lone Wolf.” He was their as part of a provocation team that included the
photographer and an agitator.
§ International (& Sanctuary)
§ NY Times already delegitimizing (1) America (1619 Project), (2) 2020 US Election, and (3) creating narrative "America
May Need International Intervention"
§ Putin on BLM “It is a well-known fact…. The Soviet Union also supported Africa Americans’ movement”
§ [From last report] Xinhua, Chinese State Media Outlet Throws Support Behind Black Lives Matter
§ WHO Director General Tedros Adhanom – C19 Narratives Enforcing Mass Line Objectives:
§ “the pandemic has given new impetus to the need to accelerate efforts to respond to climate change.” (Monitor).
§ WHO envoy Dr. David Nabarro “Lockdowns just have one consequence that you must never, ever belittle, and
that is making poor people an awful lot poorer.“
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INTSUM – following PAVIN (continued)
§ Non-Violent
§ Substantive Indicators/Evidence of strategic-level Voter Fraud across the spectrum executed at
state/local level.
§ New Project Veritas Video: Kristopher Jacks, Chair of Our Revolution, Weld County, CO
and Dem Party Exec calls for insurrection.
§ Evidence of Massive Mail in Voter Fraud Continues to build.
§ GOP Win Cases on last minute voter rule changes while DNC continues unabated.
§ Continued reports of mail-in ballot tampering.
§ Pelosi 25th Amendment “theater” directed at Trump lays predicate for removing Biden
§ Marxist ideological subversion permeates federal government.
§ Indoctrinates interagency with “Critical Race Theory” which is Marxism
§ Susan Page, moderator of Vice President Debates assumed the Neo-Marxist memes as
the basis for interrogating VP Pence in the form of leading questions.
§ FBI Leadership imposing ideological conformance of subversive Marxist narratives on FBI
SAs, e.g.:
§ Supervisor ordered 21 SAs to take a knee before violent protestors.
§ Imposing Critical Race Theory indoctrination [which is Marxism].
§ Reinforced the obvious mischaracterization of Michigan governor kidnapping
plotters as Right-Wing.
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Synchronization of Marxists Narratives Along Multiple LOEs
§ Dramatic Escalation of Open Planning

§ Olbermann calling for the forced criminalization of American identity and the forced
suppression and removal of opposition leadership.
§ The “Squad” released their vision for a Socialist America reinforcing Ilhan Omar statement
She’s Going to ‘Burn Down Everything’ With ‘Fuel Of My Religion.’
§ Radical left-wing ShutDownDC posted an online guide to “disruption” that outlines a plan
to shut down the country and force President Donald Trump from power in the event that
the 2020 election is too close to call.
§ Kristopher Jacks, Chair of Our Revolution, Weld County, CO and Dem Party Exec calls for
insurrection.
§ When the Neo-Marxist Left establishes a binary, there is no middle:
§ Lincoln Project on 60 Minutes – backing the Democrat’s Marxist Revolutionary effort is to
be a part of that effort [No Excuses!]. GOP Leadership is silent!
§ GOP silent on ANTIFA/BLM; fratricidal attack on voting base [submitting to the Mass Line
narrative].
§ Republican leaders have guilty knowledge of subversive activities of Democrats and remain
silent.
§ Bob Dole criticizes GOP Presidential Debate Commissioners for being Anti-Trump
§ Senate Republicans blocking FCC appointment of Nathan Simington (who wants to stop
Big Tech censorship)
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Coincidences? (Monitor)
§ Turkey
§ Turkish forces paint US fighters with Russian S-400 SAM radar.
§ Erdogan is in Operational Control of the Muslim Brotherhood, including in America,
threatening peace and stability of NATO allies, and now seen by Mossad as Israel’s primary
threat.
§ President Erdogan pushing to reclaim Jerusalem : “We consider it an honour on behalf of our
country and nation to express the rights of the oppressed Palestinian people on every platform, with
whom we have lived for centuries.”
§ Muslim Brotherhood (Nihad Awad and Linda Sarsour) parallel narrative with Erdogan.
§ Open Communications of Islamic Movement united front in explicit alliance with BLM

§ Russia
§ Putin 10/9/2020 Interview:
§ Praises Biden – “The Democratic Party is traditionally closer to … social democratic ideas.
§ Admitted that Trump was interested in improving Russian-American relations but the
reality of Trump’s policy turns out to be negative toward Russia.
§ BLM “It is a well-known fact…. The Soviet Union also supported Africa Americans’ movement”
§ Gives voice to alliance with France and US on Armenia vice China-Turkey-Iran [a feeler?]
§ While selling S-400 SAM systems to Turkey used to paint US warplanes.
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Narratives
§ DOMINANT: C19 Narratives are the dominant mass line enforcement narrative (Discourse Theory)
§ Van Jones/Biden still calling for the Left to re-center narratives on C19 lockdown and economic
damage. Biden actively politicking blaming POTUS for C19 abuses perpetrated by Blue State
Governors.
§ Bad science continues to be the hallmark of the C19 mass line enforcement narratives (which is
severable from C19 itself).
§ CDC latest survival rates for people who test positive (a tiny fraction to begin with):
§ age 0-19: 99.997%
• age 20-49: 99.98%.
§ age 50-69: 99.5%
• age 70+: 94.6%
§ SUPPORTED: Narratives operating under cover of C19 Narrative
§ Left’s continuous information campaign to influence DOD decision making on issues outside
their Constitutional mandate
§ HHS FOIA request stonewalled for “records that are likely to shed light on the China and WHO
disinformation campaign on coronavirus—the stonewall seems calculated to undermine President
Trump and protect WHO and China,” stated Judicial Watch President Tom Fitton.
§ BLM/Antifa (intersectionality) – Continues.
§ Color Revolution narratives proliferate – Parallels to 2011 Tahirih Square established indicating
International United Front effort.
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Current Responses
§ The Counter-state may have sufficient control of national level leadership and
institutions – by commission and omission - making it unclear whether they can be
relied on in the event of escalating violence.
§ Great Barrington Declaration challenges politicization of C19 responses and constitute
non-scientific solutions in the name of science.
§ Administration attempting to counter institutionalized cultural Marxism with 1776 Project
[vice 1619 Project] and banning Critical Race Theory indoctrination in the USG and
contractors,
§ Unclear if there is any appreciation of the scope of ongoing ideological subversion –
Continues
§ President and Congressional oversight raising substantive questions on mail-in voter fraud
§ The opposition party remains decisively disengaged – Continues
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Indications & Warning (I&W)
§ Ideological Subversion/Open Strategic Incomprehension – in the face of public pressure and awareness
relating to the Michigan Plot, the FBI identified the plotters in White Supremacists terms in the face of
ANTIFA and Far-Left indicators that demonstrably identified them otherwise.
§ The Republican establishment, including the White House, enforces mass line enforcement narratives
(simply by following them)
§ Police Morale, Democrat Voter Support, Institutional Support for Democrat Agenda, etc.
§ National Security and Law Enforcement continues to align communications and activities to unfolding mass
line narratives.
§ Indicators of second round of riots that may include escalated violence as part of transition to and through
Election Day.
§ Left treating the election as a phase line to a continuing operation.
§ Voter Fraud Organized at the Counter-State level.
§ Constitutional principles, the rule of law, and incendiary political rhetoric remain unchallenged
§ Targeted assassination of law enforcement and political opposition
§ Pelosi 25th Amendment positioning to stage friendly coup in the event of Biden victory
§ No arrests of accessories/conspirators to the Portland assassination of opposition
§ Attacks on Critical Infrastructure (e.g.: 911 services or powerline transmission attacks)
§ Open planning - Ilham Omar calls to ‘Burn Down Everything’ With ‘Fuel Of My Religion.’
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Questions?
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